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Last year the Court of Appeals ruled on the scope of G.B.L.
§ 349 claims that impacts upon class actions brought under CPLR
Article 9. In addition, the Appellate Divisions and numerous
trial Courts ruled on a variety of class actions in 2004.

Consumers Only?

Do corporations and other non-consumers have standing to
assert claims under G.B.L. § 349? The Second Circuit Court of
Appeals in Blue Cross & Blue Shield of N.J. Inc. v. Philip Morris
USA Inci. certified two questions to the New York Court of
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Appeals, the firstii of which was answered. Relying upon the
common law rule that “ an insurer or other third-party payer of
medical expenditures may not recover derivatively for injuries
suffered by its insured “ the Court of Appeals held, without
deciding the ultimate issue of whether non-consumers are covered
by G.B.L. § 349iii, that Blue Cross’s claims were too remote to
provide it with standing under G.B.L. § 349 [ “ Indeed, we have
warned against ‘ the potential for a tidal wave of litigation
against businesses that was not intended by the Legislature ‘“ ].

Policy On Arbitration

Last year the Appellate Division in New York State v. Philip
Morris, Inciv. and Ranieri v. Bell Atlantic Mobilev re-affirmed
its policy, first enunciated in 1981 in Harris v. Shearson Hayden
Stonevi that “ the interests favoring arbitration should prevail
over those favoring the class action “ and that class actions may
be contractually prohibited [ “ [G]iven the strong public policy
favoring arbitration...and the absence of a commensurate policy
favoring class action, we are in accord with authorities holding
that a contractual proscription against class actions is neither
unconscionable nor violative of public policy “vii ].
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Arbitration & The Tobacco Wars

In 2004 the Appellate Division revisited the Tobacco
Warsviii in Matter of Brown & Williamson v. Chesleyix by enforcing
a fee award of $1.25 billion rendered by the majority of an
arbitration panel but vacated by the trial Courtx. In finding
that the
“ Supreme Court improperly interjected itself into the merits of
the fee dispute “, the Appellate Division held that “ the award
is neither irrational nor violative of public policy “ and well
justified based upon the risk, complexity, achievements and
“ unique professional experience and expertise acquired by ‘
being one of the first in the tobacco wars ‘ “.

Mandatory Arbitration Agreements

The enforceability of mandatory arbitration agreements was
considered by the Appellate Division and two trial Courts. In
Tsadilas v. Providian Bankxi, the Appellate Division enforced an
arbitration provision in a credit card agreement “ even though it
waives plaintiff’s right to bring a class action “, found the
claim of exposure

to “ potentially high arbitration fees ( as )

premature “ and held that the credit card agreement as a whole
was not unconscionable “ because plaintiff had the opportunity to
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opt out without any adverse consequences “.

In Johnson v. Chase

Manhattan Bank USAxii, Visa credit card holders who “ accepted a
promotional offer...to borrow money by cash advances “ at a low
introductory APR claimed that the application of monthly payments
deprived them of the “ full benefit of the promotional rate “.
The trial Court enforced an Arbitration Agreement finding it not
to be unconscionablexiii and dismissed the complaint. And in
Spector v. Toys ‘R’ Usxiv a class of Toys ‘R’ Us credit card
holders challenged a rebate program as deceptive. The defendant
moved to add the credit card administrator, Chase Manhattan, as a
necessary defendant. In denying the motion the trial Court found
that “ The devaluation of the... reward coupons appears not to be
by Chase Manhattan in its issuance of its coupons but rather by
Toys “R” Us in its application of them “ and concluded that Toys
“R” Us was trying “ to hide behind the arbitration clause of a
seemingly non-defaulting party “.

Mass Torts

Generally, the Courts have been unwilling to certify mass
tort class actions alleging personal injury or property damage
under CPLR Article 9xv. 2004 was no different. In Rallis v. City
of New Yorkxvi, the Appellate Division denied certification to a
class action alleging property damage that resulted from flooding
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in a residential neighborhood in Flushing, Queens [ “ According
to the plaintiffs, the damage was caused by the City’s negligence
in failing to properly design, install, maintain and operate its
sewer and water drainage systems “ ].

Monopolistic Business Activities

In Cox v. Microsoft Corpxvii consumers charged Microsoft with
deceptive monopolistic business practices by “ entering into
secret agreements with computer manufacturers... to inhibit
competition and technological development...by creating an‘
applications barrier ‘ “. The Appellate Division sustained the
unjust enrichment and G.B.L. § 349 claims and notwithstanding an
earlier decisionxviii dismissing the Donnelly Act claim as
prohibited by C.P.L.R. § 901(b), found the G.B.L. § 349 claim
certifiable if limited to “ only actual damages “.
After settlement of a federal credit card/debit card illegal
tie-in class actionxix, a class of consumers in Ho v. Visa
U.S.A.,Incxx. charged Visa with violating the Donnelly Act and
G.B.L. § 349 in that “ retail stores ( passed ) on the increased
charge to consumers, such as themselves, by raising the price of
the products that they sell “. Noting the CPLR § 901(b)
prohibition against treble damage antitrust class actionsxxi, the
trial Court dismissed the individual Donnelly Act claims “ as too
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remote to provide antitrust standing “. The G.B.L. § 349 claims
were dismissed as well for remoteness and because of “ the
complexity and speculative nature of calculating damages “.

DSL Services

In Solomon v. Bell Atlantic Corporationxxii, a class of New
York DSL subscribers alleged that defendant misrepresented the
speed [ “ FAST, high speed Internet access “ ], connectivity [ “
You’re always connected “ ] and ease of installation [ “ self
installation...in minutes “ ] of its services. The Appellate
Division decertified the class because of a lack of uniform
misrepresentations [ “ the individual plaintiffs did not all see
the same advertisements; some saw no advertisements at all before
deciding to become subscribers “ ] and the predominance numerous
individual issues, e.g., whether each individual was reasonably
misled, how they were injured and damaged [ “ we reject the
argument for ‘ a statistically based assessment of damages absent
any certain quantification of actual losses of putative class
members arising from defects in defendant’s system ‘ “ ], the
application of the affirmative defenses of voluntary payment, a
30 day trial period [ “ To determine actual injury, individual
trials would be required to demonstrate which statements and/or
disclaimers each plaintiff read and why he or she continued to
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receive the service even after the 30 day trial period “ ] and
the individual acceptance of billing credit.

Title Insurance

In Matter of Coordinated Title Insurance Casesxxiii, classes
of home buyers charged title insurance companies with fraud,
unjust enrichment and violation of G.B.L. § 349 by failing to “
comply with their own filed and state-approved title insurance
premium rates “. After noting that every “ Class member has
allegedly been damaged by a few hundred dollars, while each title
insurance defendant has allegedly collected millions of dollars “
the Court certified the class finding that reliance may be
presumed and that G.B.L. § 349 claims are more certifiable when
they arise from an omission as opposed to an affirmative
representation.

Life Insurance

In DeFilippo v. Mutual Life Ins. Co.xxiv, a “ vanishing
premium “ class action, the Appellate Division found a
predominance of individual issues of proof and decertified the
class because a recent Court of Appeals’ decisionxxv which held
that

“ the deceptive acts or practices under GBL § 349 ‘ [ are ]
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not the mere invention of a scheme or marketing strategy, but the
actual misrepresentation or omission to a consumer ‘ eliminated
any doubt ( such claims ) would require individualized inquires
into the conduct of defendants’ sales agents with respect to each
individual purchaser “. And in Goldman v. Metropolitan Life Ins.
Co.xxvi and Katz v. American Mayflower Life Ins. Co.xxvii, the
Appellate Division dismissed two class actions challenging “ socalled ‘ cash on delivery ‘...method of payment...wherein no
coverage would take effect until the policy was physically
delivered to the insured and until the insured paid the first
premium in full “ on the grounds of “ documentary evidence, i.e.,
the clear and unambiguous terms of the subject policy “.

Telephone Consumer Protection Statute

In Ganci v. Cape Canaveral Tour and Travel, Inc.xxviii, and
Giovanniello v. Hispanic Media Group USA, Incxxix., classes of
consumers who received unsolicited telephone calls or commercial
faxes claimed violations of the federal Telephone Consumer
Protection Act [ TCPA ]. In denying class certification the
Courts relied upon CPLR § 901(b). “ The TCPA statute does not
specifically provide for a class action to collect the $500
damages and said $500 damages is a ‘ penalty ‘...or a ‘ minimum
measure of recovery ‘...the allowance of treble damages under the
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TCPA is punitive in nature and constitutes a penalty “xxx.
In Rudgayser & Gratt v. Enine, Inc.xxxi,the Appellate Term
reversed a trial court ruling that the TCPA was unconstitutional
and that New York’s unsolicited fax statute, G.B.L. § 396-aa, was
“ less restrictive than the TCPA and sufficient for New
Yorkers “xxxii. And in Bonime v. Management Training
Internationalxxxiii, a class of consumers who had received
unsolicited faxes alleged violations of the TCPA. The Court
denied a motion to dismiss on the same constitutional grounds as
in the Rudgayser case.

Michael Jackson: The Solo Years

In Gross v. Ticketmaster L.L.C.xxxiv, a class of purchasers
of $98.50 tickets for a concert “ billed as ‘ Michael Jackson:
30th Anniversary Celebration, the Solo Years ‘ claimed obstructed
views and charged defendant with fraud, breach of contract,
unjust enrichment and violation of G.B.L. § 349. After dismissing
the fraud claim the Court granted class certification finding the
“ the class action form...superior to a large number of
individual claimants having to pursue their respective rights to
small refunds “.
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Hair Treatment Loss Products

In Mountz v. Global Vision Products, Inc.xxxv, purchasers of
Avacor, a hair loss treatment product, alleged fraudulent and
negligent misrepresentations of “ ‘ no known side effects ‘
( as being ) refuted by documented minoxidil side effects...
cardiac changes, visual disturbances, vomiting, facile swelling
and exacerbation of hair loss “. The Court variously dismissed
the monetary claims under Maine’s consumer protection statute but
noted that defendant’s “ limited money back guarantee “ does not
insulate it from liability for deceit, sustained the G.B.L. §§
349, 350 claims but limited coverage to New York residents
deceived in New York, denied a motion to strike class allegations
and stayed plaintiffs’ counsel from commencing similar class
actions elsewhere [ “ the interests of justice provide adequate
reason to place an appropriate bar on the ability of the named
plaintiffs to commence and pursue identical claims before other
forums pending a determination of the scope and nature of this
litigation “xxxvi ].

Rebates, Fat Fingers, Rental Cars & Soft Drinks

In Amalfitano v. Sprint Corp.xxxvii, a class of purchasers of
the Qualcomm 2700 wireless telephone charged defendant with
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fraud, breach of contract, negligent misrepresentation and
violations of G.B.L. § 349 in failing to honor a $50 rebate
promotion. The Court dismissed the G.B.L. § 349 claim but
certified the class. In Drizin v. Sprint Corpxxxviii a class of
telephone users charged defendants with fraud and violation of
G.B.L. § 349 by maintaining “ numerous toll-free call service
numbers that were nearly identical ( except for one digit ) to
the toll-free numbers of competing long distance telephone
service providers...’ fat fingers ‘ business... customers
allegedly unaware that they were being routed through a different
long distance provider, ended up being charged rates far in
excess of what they would have paid to their intended providers
“. The Appellate Division affirmed certification of a class
limited to New York State residents. In Han v. Hertz Corp.xxxix,
the Appellate Division dismissed a class action seeking to void
rental car contracts “ for failure to abide by the disclosure
requirements for former ( GBL ) § 396-z relating to the
customers’s liability for damage to a rental car “. The Court
found no private right of enforcement of GBL § 396-z and no
actual damages under GBL § 349. In Donahue v. Ferolitoxl, a class
of consumers sought an injunction “ against continued sale of
certain bottled soft drinks “ because of misrepresentations that
the products “ would improve memory, reduce stress and improve
overall health “. The Court dismissed the complaint finding no
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actual harm was alleged, no warranty was promised and enforced a
disclaimer of any health benefit.

Government Operations Rule

In Tosner v. Town of Hempsteadxli the Appellate Division
affirmed certification of a class of employees seeking status as
“ full time employees entitled to...benefits “, finding an
exception to the government operations rulexlii [ “ that rule does
not apply where, as here, the purported class consists of a large
number of identifiable individuals seeking monetary damages “ ].

Oil & Gas Royalty Payments

In Freeman v. Great Lakes Energy Partnersxliii, a class of
landowners with interests in oil and gas leases sought
compensatory and punitive damages arising from an alleged
reduction in royalty payments. The Appellate Division certified
the class action finding predominance based upon a common course
of conduct “ including whether certain deductions taken by
defendants in calculating the royalties were improper and whether
defendants artificially manipulated the royalty calculations as a
result of self-dealing transactions “.
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Internet Domain Names

In Wornow v. Register.Co., Inc.xliv, a class challenged
defendant’s “ automatic renewal of...domain names registration “
as violative of GOL § 5-903 “ which makes automatic renewal
provisions unenforceable unless notice thereof is given to
recipient of services “. The Appellate Division dismissed the GOL
§ 5-903 claim [ “ domain name that is not trademarked or patented
is not personal property “ ], the GBL § 349 claim [ “ nothing
deceptive in...use of e-mail to notice of modification “ ],
conversion claim [ charge to credit card not identifiable ], and
breach of covenant of good faith claim [ “ plaintiff received
full benefit of that agreement “ ] but sustained the money had
and received claim.
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